
MINES OF KHURGAN (B04)  

Keeper of the Shrine (80 card, Hard) 

Story Mode Single Set will contain only 1 Unbound Starter and 1 of each Delve Pack.  Feel free 
to substitute cards when needed and enjoy! 

"As the ghost fades away in to the ether, you feel the forlorn ache in its eyes burn in 
to you. Beyond its visage you notice something being etched in to the frost on the 
wall 'I alone, will guard my home, none shall rest'. Something has disturbed Khurgan, 
you must find out what it is." 

- contains no more than 1 full set of cards from Unbound (1 rare, 2 
uncommons, 3 infrequents and 4 commons). 
- try to complete "Evil Has a Name" + "Divine Plan". 

QUESTS DUNGEON DECK (80 card) 

Divine Plan 
Evil Has a Name 
 
 

(40 Characters) 
 
Bogie x2 
Crawling Swarm x2 
Ghost x1 
Ghoul x3 
Giant Rat x4 
Gravaxin x3 
Kobold x4 
Kobold Sniper x3 
Kobold Thief x3 
Kobold Trapper x2 
Massive Stone Golem x1 
Mummy x1 
Phantom x2 
Shrieker x2 
Skeleton x3 
Skwee Kobold Shaman x1 
Slime x2 
Wraith x1 
 

(8 Events) 
 
Ambush x2 
It's a Trap x2 
Mastermind x1 
Rushed x2 
Silenced x1 
 
(10 Terrain) 
 
Crumbling Floor x2 
Dark Corridor x2 
Labyrinth x2 
Narrow Tunnels x2 
Ruins x2 
 
(22 Traps) 
 
20' Pit Trap x2 
20' Spiked Pit Trap x2 
Cave In x1 
Falling Stones x4 
Fire Stream Rune Trap x2 
Pendulum x2 
Poisonous Dart Trap x2 
Poisonous Gas x2 
Spear Trap x2 
Trip Line x3 
 

 

*Conclusion: The Kobold Shaman lies in a heap at the bottom of the pit before you as the energies that hedged out 
the spirits collapse. Without that barrier holding him back a whisper of Khurgan moves in to the chamber to sit 
upon the makeshift throne. He stares at you with burning green eyes and seems to be waiting. You speak out, 
"Begone! Back to the land of the dead with you!". A chill fills you as Khurgan begins to laugh, his deep voice echoes 
through the tunnels, the very walls begin to shake and the ground rumbles. You decide that with the circle broken 
and Khurgan's wrath being sated, you've probably done all that you can for now and take your leave. As the stone 
collapses from the ceiling you vow never to return. 


